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O Symbols 

 
Oats (grain of) (IS) - Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5. 

Oatmeal - to be sturdy. 

Obelisk - the raising of thought into a spiraling, creative action.i  (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  

Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Ocean - spirit1; to learn the origins of life. 

Ocean (depths) (ark) - the astral sea. 

Ocean (sailing) (jm) - the Illumination Process toward union with the Godhead.2 

Odors (distasteful) - odors and fragrances are important in dreams.  Distasteful odors represent 

discarnate spirits, satanic wave lengths, unpleasant or evil manipulative powers of the dark.   

Odors (pleasant) - pleasant fragrances are received in dreams through the higher aspect of smell.  

To contact saintly presences in the night is to be healed and to be made well in the etheric body, 

and thus receive a happiness blessing in consciousness. 

Odor (smells repugnant) - the symbol of scandal with unpleasant results. 

Odor (smell sweet fragrance or perfume) – a symbol that one has touched the Holy Presences of 

heaven and is being healed through the ministering fragrances of the saints. 

Odor (smell sensuous perfume) - in a dream this symbolizes that one is being exposed to astral 

adulterous levels of sensuality, or one may have opened one side of the pituitary portal of 

psychic sensitivity. 

Oil (pure) - one should be grateful for the oil of anointing.   

Oil (crude) - one has researched the inner layers of the earth.  In dreams the initiate learns that 

oil is the liquid breath and prana for the mighty atom centered in the core of the earth. 

Old Man (ark) – a wise man. 

Old Man (dc) - gray hair. Hair (gray) - if one sees his own hair graying, or the hair of another 

person graying, it is the symbol that time is running out, and that one must hasten to keep pace 

with the soul’s demands. 

Old woman - represents the past. 

Olives - symbol of Gethsemane. 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
2Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 98. 
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Onions - tears. 

Opal - protective stone out picturing more than one star or planetary energy.  It is a galaxy stone, 

galaxy formed, containing unique solar, lunar, Jupiter, Venus and Mercury fire.  An opal provides 

protection, justice, harmony and depth to the emotions. 

Opal (black) - Unites one with the planet Pluto.  To come under the influence of the black opal in 

the dream life means one is being shown that he is to undergo a subterranean research in the 

lower astral planes and will thereby learn of the unrisen dead, and the cause of premature death.  

He will also research the karma of the dead.  He will learn of the rituals for the dead, and he will 

also accept through these initiations that death is a balancer and a necessity in this earth or 

eternity system. See unrisen dead. 

Opalescent (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Libra. 

Orange (112) - personal pride, family pride, lust, ancestral clinging, possessiveness.  A surfeit of 

orange is offensive to refined persons. 

Orange (crimson) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Scorpio. 

Orange (deep) (112) - indicates fixed will and stubborn pride; inflexible; sarcastic; cynical; 

unapproachableness; flattery; infatuation; delusion. 

Orange (golden) (112) - life-force vitality or healthy life current; color of the Most High Saints.3 

Orange (fiery) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Aries. 

Orange (vermillion) (112) - uncontrolled passion; pride of possessions; impregnable ethers. 

Oranges (314) - symbol of golden fleece initiation (Abraham: Aaron and Isaac) or gaining the 

prize of the soul. 

Orchestra - harmony; the third music; inner harmony. 

Organ - the organ is a power instrument.  Mastery of the organ by an initiate unites him with the 

great Masters.  The music of the organ is the means through which the sacred and eternal atoms 

of men are stirred, so that men may become worthy vessels of mediative Light.ii 

Organs (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, cells, veins, nerves, arteries, muscles, 

glands (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Oriental woman (ark) - tribal genesis; memory of an eastern lifestream. 

Ostrich - an insensitive retreatist; a foolish, mystical left-handed attitude; one who expects others 

 
3Ann Ree Colton (1981) Mandalas. 
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to do his work; refusal to face one’s own weaknesses. 

Oven (ark) - protection during foundational cleansing. 

Oven (built-in) (ark) - built-in protection during foundational cleansing. 

Owl (IS) - wisdom, also the symbol of a will-disciple; a symbol talisman for Master M (El 

Morya): Will - Light Stream #1.   

Owl (owl looking east) (IS) - disciple is remembering eastern lives; a symbol talisman for 

Master M (El Morya): Will - Light Stream #1.   

Owl (looking west) (IS) - disciple has opened the Christ Light within his mind; a symbol 

talisman for Master M (El Morya): Will - Light Stream #1.   

Owl (looking south) (IS) - disciple is yet bound by ancestry; a symbol talisman for Master M (El 

Morya): Will - Light Stream #1.   

Owl (looking north) (IS) - disciple is to be sent to a new polarity requiring him to pioneer in a 

new spiritual theme; a symbol talisman for Master M (El Morya): Will - Light Stream #1.   

Oyster - a time of trial and suffering to produce the pearl of the soul.  An enforced retreat to learn 

a lesson.  Initiation produced due to outer pressures. 
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i.   Ann Ree Colton. The Contributor, Vol. 1., No. 15. P. 110. 
ii.  Ibid. 


